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Background to the project 

In 2017, Tiree Community Council purchased 11 of the telephone boxes in Tiree from BT for £1 each. 

• Very few calls were made from these boxes. BT had already offered some boxes to the Community 

Heartbeat Trust and intended to decommission the rest. The reality is that these boxes would have 

disappeared within the next few years if someone hadn’t taken responsibility for them. 

• The boxes were suffering from wear and tear. 

• We knew we can turn them into some brilliant things! 

• We didn’t want to lose our iconic phone boxes. 

 

The K6 Red Telephone Box 

In 1935 the K6 (kiosk number six) was designed to commemorate the silver jubilee of King George V. It was 
consequently sometimes known as the "Jubilee" kiosk. It went into production in 1936.[11] The K6 was the first red 
telephone kiosk to be extensively used outside London, and many thousands were deployed in virtually every town 
and city, replacing most of the existing kiosks and establishing thousands of new sites. In 1935 there had been 
19,000 public telephones in the UK: by 1940, thanks to the K6, there were 35,000.[12] 

The design was again by Scott, and was essentially a smaller and more streamlined version of the K2, intended to be 
produced at a considerably cheaper cost, and to occupy less pavement space. The principal differences between the 
two designs were: 

• Size. The K6 was 8 feet 3 inches (2.51 m) tall and weighed 13.5 cwt (0.69 tonnes). This compared with 9 feet 
3 inches (2.82 m) and 1.25 tons (1.27 tonnes) for the K2. 

• Elements of the design were simplified and streamlined, in keeping with the "moderne" aesthetics of the 1930s. 
The Grecian fluting was removed from the door and window surrounds, and the previously 
separate pediment and frieze were merged. 

• The Crown motif (see below), which had previously been pierced through the ironwork to give ventilation, was 
now embossed in bas-relief. A new, separate ventilation slot was provided. 

• A new glazing pattern was introduced. The door and two glazed sides of the K2 each had 18 equal-sized panes of 
glass arranged in 6 rows of 3. In the K6 the number of rows was increased to 8, and the central column of panes 
was made considerably wider than those to either side. This improved visibility, and gave a more horizontal 
appearance to the windows, again in keeping with "moderne" principles.[13] 

The K6 has since become a British icon, but it was not universally loved at the start. The red colour caused particular 
local difficulties and there were many requests for less visible colours. The Post Office was forced into allowing a less 
strident grey with red glazing bars scheme for areas of natural and architectural beauty. Ironically, some of these 
areas that have preserved their telephone boxes have now painted them red. The paint colour used most widely 
today is known as "currant red" and is defined by a British Standard, BS381C-Red539.[14] This slightly brighter red was 
introduced with the K8 model in 1968, but went on to be used across the estate on previous models too. Hence, for 
complete historical accuracy, any kiosks in pre-1968 settings should really be painted in the previous, and slightly 
darker, shade BS381C-Red538. 

 

What now? 

The Community Council have done a detailed audit of all the boxes, itemised what is required for repair, and costed 

it. This document contains a detailed plan for the project.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver_jubilee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_V_of_the_United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_telephone_box#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_telephone_box#cite_note-12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hundredweight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Streamline_Moderne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluting_(architecture)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pediment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frieze
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_telephone_box#Crown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bas-relief
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glazing_(window)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_telephone_box#cite_note-13
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_telephone_box#cite_note-14
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Locations 

 
A google map of the locations can be found here 

  

B1 Caolas 

B2 Silversands 

B3 Scarinish 

B4 Crossapol 

B5 Mannel 

B6 Baile Phuil 

B7 Heylipol 

B8 Middleton 

B9 Baile Mhuilinn 

B10 Cornaig 

B11 Kenovay 

 

Please note that the Heanish Telephone Box remains the property of BT and contains a working payphone. It is not 

owned by TCC.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1NcerYbq5g8xSROrdSyhjuiMWwr8&usp=sharing
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Telephone Boxes’ Current Condition 

B1 Caolas 

Elevations 

South  North East West 
 

   
    

Floor Inside Roof  
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B2 Silversands 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    
    

Floor Inside Roof  
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B3 Scarinish 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    
    

Floor Inside Roof Beading 
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B4 Crossapol 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    
    

Floor Inside Roof Bottom of rear panel 
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B5 Mannel 

 

Elevations 

South  North East West 
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B6 Baile Phuil  

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    
    

Floor Inside Roof  
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B7 Heylipol 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    
    

Floor Rear Roof  
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B8 Middleton 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

   

 

    

Floor Inside Roof Spare door 
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B9 Baile Mhuilinn 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    
    

Floor Inside Roof Rear panel 
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B10 Cornaig 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

    

    

Floor Inside Roof  
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B11 Kenovay 

Elevations 

South  North East West 

 

 

  

    

Floor  Roof Inside 
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Recommendations for repair 

These recommendations are focused on a “volunteer” capable refurbishment and not a professional dismantling, 

sandblasting and restoration. It is considered that the majority of the telephone boxes could be refurbished in-situ 

by a local team, to create a completed project without significant “professional” assistance. 

 

In our opinion the current condition of the telephone boxes, which in some cases may initially look serious, with 

volunteer labour and some basic skills, could be refurbished sufficiently for re-use.  

 

The most significant issue is the rusting/deterioration of the galvanized glazing beads and by grinding these off and 

drilling out the rivet pins the glazing frames could be exposed for treatment. 

 

This presents the opportunity to more simply re-bead in hardwood as an alternative to using the replacement 

galvanized steel beading.  The Hard Wood replacement beads could be manufactured in bulk off site (by a specialist), 

cut to length and mitred suitable for a ‘volunteer’ to fix/install by screwing through the rivet holes from bead to 

bead. 

 

The removal of the existing beads, bolts etc and the wire-brushing /grinding off the existing paintwork could be 

executed by power tools in location using a small portable generator (begged or borrowed). 

 

The entire re-construction /repair of the door heads, jambs and lower transom in marine ply or hardwood would 

require specialist skills, but this is limited to a few doors.   

 

The remaining tasks of cleaning, preparation, painting, glazing, re-installing ironmongery and fitting information 

panels are all within the capability of DIY skills. 

 

The electrical work would require be carried out by qualified personnel. 

 

As with any project of this nature, it is recommended that before starting, a Health and Safety study, assessing and 

highlighting the Risks including the preparation of a Method Statement for the Works should be completed and all 

‘volunteers’ briefed accordingly. 

 

Replacement parts can be purchased directly from www.x2connect.com 

 

See Appendix A for a detailed scope of works. 

 

 

http://www.x2connect.com/
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Community repair plan 

Champions 

We propose that each telephone box is given a “Community Champion”. This is the person who will lead the 

restoration efforts for each box. It is up to them to co-ordinate a team and decide how the box will be decorated and 

restored. 

We have taken the liberty of recruiting some champions already. 

Code Location Champion(s) Team (if known) 

B1 Caolas John Patience & Rhoda Meek  Judith Patience, Dot Sim 

B2 Silversands TBD  

B3 Scarinish Jack Lockhart   

B4 Crossapol TBD  

B5 Mannel David & Alison Clark   

B6 Baile Phuil Jo Vale   

B7 Heylipol TBD  

B8 Middleton TBD  

B9 Baile Mhuilinn TBD  

B10 Cornaig The School (through Julie MacLennan) The School! 

B11 Kenovay TBD  

Co-ordinator 

We suggest that the Community Council has co-opted John Patience to be the Project Co-ordinator. His 

responsibilities will include: 

• Managing project funds 

• Ordering the items required for repair of each box 

• Co-ordinating with the joiner who is doing the door and beading repairs 

• Ensuring that champions and teams are making good progress and that boxes are on schedule 

• Getting an electrical test for each box, and ensuring there is the original 10W power in place to permit 

working lighting 

• Trouble-shooting where required! 

How the project will work 

We propose the following: 

• Each community (through a Community Champion) will take responsibility for their own box. Some boxes 

may need to be championed by someone who is not in the immediate community, but we’re sure that can 

be accommodated!  

• Each Community Champion will recruit a team to help. 

• The Community Council Co-ordinator will work with each Community Champion to; 

o co-ordinate replacement beads 

o door fixing 

o purchase of replacement parts and paint 

o co-ordinate printing of information boards. 
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• Each team will restore the box using “Recommendations for Repair” guide above and following the “Must 

Haves” below. 

• Beyond that, it is up to the team to decide: 

o What colour the box is 

o How it is decorated 

o Whether or not it has a theme, a task or a role 

o What it does/offers/represents 

o The options are endless! 

Must Haves 

• Information about at least one historical feature of the township, and something people can go see or visit 

nearby. (Funding will be found for notice board printing) 

• Working Light 

Could Haves 
• Book swap 

• Library 

• Mini-Museum 

• Geo-cache 

• Art Gallery 

• Honesty Box 

• Items for sale 

• Coffee machine 

• Souvenir shop 

• Greenhouse 

• Telephone box history / memories through the years 

 

Some ideas! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-36148287 

https://www.smart-magazine.com/repurposed-phone-booths/  

https://www.mnn.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/blogs/amazing-afterlife-british-phone-boxes  

 

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-36148287
https://www.smart-magazine.com/repurposed-phone-booths/
https://www.mnn.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/blogs/amazing-afterlife-british-phone-boxes
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Finance 

Funds will be managed by Tiree Community Council 

A conservative estimate would suggest that a minimum of £10,000 would be needed to complete this project. 

Recommended suppliers 

http://www.x2connect.com/Spare%20Parts/SpareParts  

Funding 

Work is in progress to secure funding for the repair of the boxes, as well as any items included in the “must haves” 

section of the Recommendations for Repair. 

 
 

  

http://www.x2connect.com/Spare%20Parts/SpareParts
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Appendix A – Detailed Scope of Works 

Scope of Works:  Refurbishment  
 

General: 

a) Electrical power supply must be isolated from box prior to commencement of any Works. Strip out all 
electrical cables, junction boxes, telephone cables, light fittings and conduits. (TCC Co-ordinator would 
arrange this) 

 

b) Prior to preparation /refurbishment work, power wash interior and exterior of phone box and remove all 
debris/ loose paint/birds nests /moss etc.  

 

c) Power wash concrete floor slab 
 

 

External Area:  

a) Clean/remove debris from area at entrance door 
 

b) Remove all overgrown grass and soil and reduce levels to expose bell frame around entire perimeter of 
phone box slab 

 

c) Dig out and create a gravel hard standing/ concrete slab base around perimeter of phone box as require 
 

 

 Telephone Box Carcass:  Preparation Works 

 

 Glazing Frames, Wall and Roof Panels 

a) Drill out /grind off rivets of all internal existing glazing beads.  
 

b) Lever off/grind off and remove all glazing beads carefully to avoid damage to glazing panes. 
 

c) Grind /wire brush/rub down all glazing bead seats and internal side of glazing frames to remove existing 
paint and prepare suitable for painting. Make good any damaged areas of frames with Isopon P38 filler and 
grind/rub down suitable for painting and finish with wet and dry 

 

d) Clean, protect/tape up with decorators masking tape, glass panes on external side of frames and grind/wire 
brush /rub down with wet and dry carefully to remove all existing paint, avoiding damage to glazing  

 

e) Remove any loose glazing panes, clean seats and set aside for re-installation 
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f) Wire brush/grind /rub down with wet and dry all other external and internal panels lower/upper wall, roof, 
internal and external rear back panel to remove existing paint and finish suitable for re-painting. 

 

g) Remove any existing telephone fittings/plates and drill out through fixings on rear panel.  Fill any holes with 
Isopon 38 and grind/rub down suitable for painting  

 

h) Remove/dig out all mastic filler from joints below signage and at junction of side panels/base bell frame.  
 

Door  

a) Free off and remove existing door 
 

b) Remove damaged hinges, leather straps and fixings (grind off and /or drill out) from door and frame and set 
aside (as required) 

 

c) Grind /wire brush/rub down with wet and dry all glazing bead seats and internal side of door glazing frames 
to remove existing paint and prepare suitable for painting. Make good any damaged areas of frames with 
Isopon P38 filler and grind/rub down and protect suitable for painting 

 

d) Clean/protect/tape up with decorators masking tape, glass panes on external side of door and grind/wire 
brush /rub down with wet and dry carefully to remove all existing paint, avoiding damage to glazing  

 

e) Remove any loose glazing panes, clean seats and set aside for re-installation 
 

f) Rub down /sand existing timber door frame (head, jambs and lower transom) check that underside of 
transom is sound and finish suitable for painting. Any small damaged/rotten areas to be filled, rubbed down 
and made good with Isopon P38   Alternative:  Remove all door surround frames that require to be replaced 

 

g) Remove existing door closer (drill out/grind off existing bolts) from door and set aside for re-use or disposal 
 

h) Clean/polish (using a suitable metal cleaning agent) finger pull and protect prior to painting. 
 

Floor: 

a) Remove debris and power wash existing concrete floor slab  
 

Internal Timber Back Panel: 

       a) Remove all fittings from back panel and make good, suitable for over cladding 

 

Telephone Box Carcass:  Refurbishment Works 

 

Glazing Frames, Wall and Roof Panels: 

a) Install all replacement/loose glazing panes with clear silicone /mastic beds 
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b)  Paint all glazing seats with metal primer (to be specified) prior to re-installation of glazing beads 
 

c) Protect with decorators masking tape all internal glazing prior to painting 
 

d) Prime all prepared metal work internal and external wall panels, roof panels and glazing frames with metal 
primer. 

 

e) Fit new hardwood timber glazing beads, (manufactured by specialist)  ,bedded in silicone and fixed through 
rivet holes. Fill all s/s screw holes. HW glazing beads to be pre-primed prior to fixing.  Alternative:  Fit and 
rivet replacement metal glazing beads from specialist supplier 

 

f) Apply one undercoat and 1 to 2 top coats of metal paint (to be specified and colour to be selected by 
‘township group’) and 1 undercoat and 2 top coats of oil based paint (to be specified) to timber beads to 
match frame colour. Final top coat to be applied after all internal works (other than painting are completed).  

 

g) Refurbish (or replace existing signage panels) and re-fix/re-bed in clear silicone. 
 

h) Replace rear upper panel (rear signage panel) with 9mm marine ply and re-fix, re-bed in clear silicone.  Ply 
panel to be primed and undercoated (to be specified) prior to installation. Finish with 2 coats oil based (to be 
specified) paint to match carcase colour. 

 

i) Re-seal with silicone sealant joint below signage panel at junction with wall panel and to junction of lower 
side and rear panels to bell base frame  

 

Door 

a) Repair existing door surround frame as required with 25mm marine ply panels or hardwood sections to head, 
jambs and lower transom.  Alternative: Manufacture new door surround with 25 mm marine ply panels or 
hardwood sections to head, jambs and lower transom 

 

b)  Install all replacement/loose glazing panes with clear silicone /mastic beds 
 

c) Paint all glazing seats with metal primer (to be specified) prior to re-installation of glazing beads 
 

d) Prime all prepared metal glazing frames with metal primer. 
 

e) Fit new hardwood timber glazing beads, (manufactured by specialist) bedded in silicone and fixed through 
rivet holes. Fill all s/s screw holes. HW glazing beads to be pre-primed prior to fixing.  Alternative:  Fit and 
rivet   replacement metal glazing beads from specialist supplier 

 

f) Apply one undercoat and 1 to 2 top coats of metal paint to glazing frame (to be specified and colour to be 
selected by ‘township group’) and 1 undercoat and 2 top coats of oil based paint (to be specified) to timber 
beads and timber door surround to match frame colour. Final top coat to be applied after all internal works 
(other than painting are completed).  
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g) Refit/screw the finger pull to existing door or rebate the new surround frame and fit/screw  
 

h) Re-use or re-place and fit with new S/S bolts/nuts the 2 no. existing leather stays to carcase frame and door.  
Existing leather to be restored (re-dubbed/oiled) prior to re-use 

 

i) Re-use or re-place and fit 3 no hinges with S/S screws and bolts to door and carcase frame. Hinge re-bates to 
be cut into new door jambs where required. 

 

j) Existing door closers to be refurbished (dismantled and re-greased/oiled) or re-placed and fitted with S/S 
bolts and screws to carcase frame and existing /new door head. 

 

k) Fit new door latch, drill out and bolt through frame and door 
 

Floor 

a) Floor to be cleaned prior to painting. 
b) Existing concrete slab to be primed with concrete sealer /epoxy primer  
c) Finish with epoxy resin paint in accordance with manufacturers instruction 

 

Internal Back Panel 

a) Overclad entire existing back panel with 9mm marine ply screwed to existing with countersunk S/S screws 
filled and rubbed down prior to painting 

b) Prime ply and paint with 1 undercoat and 2 topcoats of oil-based paint  
 

 Electrical:  Refurbishment Works 

a) Specialist Works:  Provide new armour-clad power supply cabling and  conduit as required from isolator to 
new bulkhead ceiling light fitting. Light  fitting to be LED and IP 65 rated  

b) Install an IP65 rated Infra-red sensor for lighting. 
 

Materials and Specification 
 

• Glazing Beads: HW (supplied by David Vale) or galv steel alternative 

• 25mm Marine Plywood/HW for Door surround, Head, Jambs Lower Transom 

• 12mm Marine Plywood/HW for external rear panel 

• 12mm Marine Plywood/HW for internal back panel 

• S/S screws:  internal back panel, glazing beads 

• Silicone sealant and Isopon 38  

• Metal Primer and Undercoat: Johnston’s Trade Smooth Metal Paint 

• Metal Top Coat Paint:  Johnstone’s Trade, Smooth Metal Paint, 

• Semi –Gloss Finish, in Ral Colours via Johnstone’s Tinting System   

• Timber Undercoat: Johnstone’s Trade Stormshield Flexible Undercoat 

• Timber Top Coat: Johnstone’s Trade Stormshield Flexible Satin Top Coat in Ral Colours to match Metal Paint 

via Johnstone’s Tinting System 

• Epoxy Resin Floor Paint: SikaFloor Multidur Non-Slip Epoxy Floor Paint or similar 

• IP 65 Rated bulkhead light fitting 

• IP 65 Rated IR switch 
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• Washed Gravel or 600x 600 mm Concrete slabs  

 

• The following items would be procured from www.x2connect.com 

▪ Glazing Panels: 6mm safety glass 

▪ Leather stay strap sand door shackle kits 

▪ Door Hinges (1 ½ pair per door)  

▪ Door Closer    

▪ S/S Finger Pull  

▪ S/S bolts and nuts: restraints, closer 

 

 

4.0   Specific Requirements of Telephone Boxes 

 

The Scope of Refurbishment Works (above) is generally applicable to the majority of telephone boxes but there 

are a number of specific requirements issues/items for some individual boxes as listed: 

 

B1:      Leveling Floor Screed 

            Door to be eased  

 

B2:      Some glass panel replacement     

      Door surround repair /replacement of lower transom 

            Requires a finger pull 

 

B3:      Some glass panel replacement 

            Replacement door hinges and leather stays 

            Replacement door closer 

     Replacement Door Surround Frame required  

 

B4:      Requires a replacement door  

     Requires support /framing for internal back panel 

 

B5:     Door to be eased 

           Hinges, leather stays and closers to be checked     

 

 

B6:     Door to be eased 

http://www.x2connect.com/
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           Hinges to be checked 

 

B7:     Replacement Door Surround Frame required  

           Replacement closer, hinges and stays and finger pull 

           Some glass replacement  

 

B8:     This box (due to location) may become a spare/donor  

           2 doors available require surround frames 

           Some glass replacement on spare door 

           Replacement closer and stays required  

       

B9:    Door to be freed off 

          Some glass panel replacement 

          Replacement hinges 

Requires support /framing for internal back panel 

 

B10:   Requires a replacement door 

           Replacement closer 

 

B11:  Finger pull area requires to be repaired  

 

 


